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Dear Family Member:

This week our class will be reading stories about how living things, such as
trees, change as they grow. Your child will learn to name the parts of a tree,
such as the trunk, bark, branches, leaves, and roots.

Here are some resources you can use with your child to help reinforce the skills
we will be practicing.

My Learning Goals

Have your child put a check next to  he or she completes.the learning goals

Word Workout

Vocabulary: develop, amazing Draw a picture of a tree. Encourage your
child to tell facts about trees. Write the facts on the picture of the tree.
My Words to Know

High-Frequency Word: are Write the word  on paper. Then have yourare
child practice writing the word  Have your child think of a sentenceare.
using the word  Write it down and ask your child to circle the word.are.

Category Words: tree parts Have your child draw a picture of a tree.
Help your child label the tree parts, such as trunk, bark, branch, leaves,
and roots.

Phonics: e Have your child think of words that include the letter  suche,
as  Draw pictures of these words, then label each picture, havingegg.
your child underline the letter  in each word.e

Comprehension: Main Topic and Key Details

Read the short passage about the apple tree life cycle. Then have your child
tell what the passage is about. Describe each stage of the tree life cycle as
your child points to the pictures.
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Let’s Explore Together: Helping Our Brains Remember

The more we learn, the more we need to remember. This
week, we're learning ways to help our brains remember
what we learn, even when we’re busy doing something
else.

"I Can Remember"

A girl uses two strategies to help her remember what to
get from the grocery store. With ,this animation video
wonder aloud and talk about the strategies:  and self-talk
sticky notes for the brain.

Remembering Strategies
•  I say what I have to remember to myself.Self-talk:
•  I visualize pictures in my mind.Sticky Notes:
Which strategy should we try today?

Balloon Breathing

Incorporate calming breaths into your daily routine. Inhale
Deeply: Place your hands on your belly. Slowly breathe in
through your nose. Feel your belly expand like a balloon.
Exhale Fully: Now, open your mouth and breath out
slowly. Feel your “belly balloon” deflate.
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